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Chapter 671
With the passage of time, Wayne Lin and the army god have become more and more
fierce to kill, and they have reached the white-hot stage. Everyone present can play Go,
and naturally they can feel the tragedy.

Go can be said to be the most difficult chess game in the world, and there is a huge gap
between people of different levels.

As for the chess game of Jun Shen and Wayne Lin, even the world’s No. 1 Go master
would be ashamed to see them.

Their brain computing power has surpassed computers to some extent.

After more than an hour, Wayne Lin only felt that 90% of his stamina had been
consumed, and the amount of sweat he did not know was evaporated by the high
temperature on his surface.

Although the military god was not as unbearable as him, he was not much better. He
also sweated a lot, and every step he took also took a lot of time.

Since he stepped into the King Kong is not bad, no one has forced him to do so, Wayne
Lin was the first one.

As the military god of the Chinese nation, he sits on the luck of a country. He
deliberately used the chess game to make the world and press on Wayne Lin with the
force of a country. It can be said that Wayne Lin is fighting against the luck of a country.
, This is extremely difficult!

The master of the fourth stage of the Innate Realm had to collapse directly, and it would
be difficult to recover for a year or a half.



And Wayne Lin not only didn’t collapse, but insisted on it all the time. This is no longer
rare, but an absolute evildoer. Cary couldn’t help but treat him more highly. It was the
first time he saw a young man like Wayne Lin.

In his chess game, Wayne Lin is a grassroots, swinging his arms high, issuing
unwillingness to the order, and starting an uprising, and the more he rolls, he has the
strength to resist the country!

After another hour, on the chessboard, black and white are densely packed. You have
me in you, I have you in me, all kinds of fighting, all kinds of dangers, even if others see
it, they can’t help but feel shocked.

Finally, when Wayne Lin put down his son, the body of the army god trembled slightly,
and there was horror in his eyes, and he looked up at Wayne Lin.

Now he has a huge wave in his heart, because he actually lost!

Wayne Lin’s fall was to seal all his back roads. The peasant uprising succeeded in
overthrowing his dynasty and establishing a new order!

You know, the Whampoa Road chess game has been horizontally and horizontally for
decades and has never lost. Today, he actually lost to the young man in front of him.

“Senior Military God, you are here.” Wayne Lin said with a smile.

Cary shook his head and said, “No, I have already lost.”

He said this sentence with infinite emotion, and the people around him were
dumbfounded and shocked after hearing this. Under what circumstances, the military
god actually lost? !

Shangguan Wei’an also widened his eyes. He looked at the chess game vigorously, but
he didn’t notice how the army god had lost. It was obviously the advantage of the army
god. Bai Zi was already surrounded by black ones, and there was no way out!

Wayne Lin said, “Senior Military God, how do you know that you lost?”

The Army God was taken aback for a moment, does he still have a chance?



He hurriedly settled his mind to look closely, and found that there was no life left, but
Wayne Lin still needed several steps to kill the chess game. He thought about it and
decided to continue.

He fell again.

This time, it showed his unyielding as the king of a country.

Wayne Lin smiled slightly, and soon he made a move, and his move was a great game.

The situation has changed again. In the eyes of the military god, the insurgent army,
which was very strong, actually experienced civil strife, and its momentum began to
decline.

He immediately raised his head and looked at Wayne Lin. Soon, he saw the openness
and sincerity in Wayne Lin’s eyes. He laughed loudly, with a particularly hearty smile.

“Interesting and interesting!”

Everyone was stunned, wondering why he suddenly found out that it didn’t look like his
character?

And Wayne Lin also showed a smile, and he was relieved, this time he saved his life.

Shangguan Wei’an was also a little dazed. He said, “Brother Cary, what are you
laughing at? Could it be that you have already won?”

The military god reduced his smile and nodded: “Yes, I won, I won, but Lin Xiaoyou
didn’t lose either.”

Hearing this little friend Lin, Shangguan Wei’an’s eyes flickered clearly, and he couldn’t
help being surprised! As a good friend for many years, Shangguan Wei’an knows very
well what the voice of Lin Xiaoyou on Cary Road means, it means that Wayne Lin has
been recognized by Cary Road!

Is it just because of a game of chess?



Not only him, but the thirty-plus masters of the innate realm present at the scene also
had huge waves in their hearts. At the same time, they couldn’t help but envy Wayne
Lin, who could be recognized by the military god. This is the supreme glory!

Wayne Lin was also a little surprised, but he also reacted quickly, and he was
unavoidably flattered.

In fact, just now, he seemed to be playing chess with the army god, but the army god
was actually testing him and testing his patriotism.

He quickly understood, and used his actions to respond to the military god. He used his
strength to tell the military god that he was not a mediocre, but a genius against the sky.

However, no matter how genius he is, it does not mean that he is rebellious. When he
finally wanted to capture the army god’s lair, he took a step back and told the army god
that he had never been rebellious against the country. .

And the military god is extremely clever, he immediately understood Wayne Lin’s
thoughts.

The Army God waved his hand and motioned the others to go out. After a while, Wayne
Lin, the Army God and Shangguan Wei An were left in the courtyard.

“Lin Xiaoyou, you are a smart person, so I won’t confuse you. What happened last time,
what is your purpose?” Military god Cary asked directly.

Wayne Lin was not surprised. He answered truthfully: “It’s true that I was trying to save
my wife.”

“Oh? Is your wife terminally ill?” Military God asked.

“Exactly.” Then Wayne Lin told Alma Chu truthfully.

After listening to it, Shangguan sighed and said: “So you took the risk to save your wife
and grabbed the original fruit of the colorful?”

Wayne Lin said with a wry smile: “I have only this way to go, otherwise my wife will not
be able to live. Shangfeng, sorry, I am too self-righteous. I violated the military order.
Please Shangfeng for punishment!”



Wayne Lin is a wise man who knows how to advance and retreat. Even if the military
god has forgiven him now, but Shang Feng has not expressed his attitude, he will not be
triumphant, so he has to quickly bow his head to Shang Feng.

Shangguan Wei’an didn’t answer immediately, but looked at Wayne Lin with piercing
eyes. After a while, he said, “Capital crimes are exempt from living crimes. You defy
military orders, it is a serious crime! However, it is because you have contributed to the
organization. For the sake of this, I can spare your life, but you have to redeem it, you
know!”

There was no reason why Wayne Lin could not agree. He stood up straight and saluted,
“Subordinates understand that they will atone for their merits!”

Chapter 672
Wayne Lin finally escaped this difficulty.

In the end, Shangguan Wei’an did not hold him accountable, but promoted him instead,
which Wayne Lin could not think of.

However, Wayne Lin also knew that this matter was definitely not that simple. After all,
he committed a serious crime this time. Even if he is a genius, military god, and
Shangguan Weian, no matter how much he appreciates him, the punishment he
deserves is still required.

Therefore, Shangguan Weian, although he was promoted to his position, it was a false
position and had no practical effect at all, and he also deducted his salary for three
years.

Of course, the three-year salary doesn’t matter to him at all, it’s just acting.

But in any case, he was very satisfied with the result.

He spent the night here. By the next morning, he got up early and found that in the yard,
there was a slender short-haired woman wearing military uniform. The whole person
looked particularly heroic. Moreover, Wayne Lin It was discovered that this woman was
actually a master at the pinnacle of the day after tomorrow, especially she had an aura



that no one else had. Wayne Lin knew that this short-haired woman must have a great
background.

He walked out, preparing for a morning exercise. The short-haired woman heard his
movement and immediately looked over, saw him, hooked his finger at him, and said in
an arrogant tone, “Come here and practice with me.”

“Huh?” Wayne Lin shook his head and said, “I’m sorry, I’m not a training partner.”

His words made the other party’s brows slightly frowned, and said: “Let you come here,
come here, what nonsense!”

Wayne Lin saw that he was a princess again.

Wayne Lin has no liking for such a woman by nature. Of course, people who can appear
in this compound must have a very large background. Wayne Lin has no need to
provoke things, so he simply pretended not to hear. Start standing on the spot, and
begin to vomit.

At his level, physical cultivation is not that important anymore. Breathing is a better way
of cultivation.

But when he ignored this, the short-haired woman was even more upset. Her brows
wrinkled, and she directly yelled at Wayne Lin, “Hey! I’ll give you one last chance and
come over, otherwise I will be angry!”

Wayne Lin still ignored her and continued to vomit. He knew that the army god was
resting in the yard and he would definitely be able to perceive it, and it was not he who
took the initiative to cause trouble anyway.

Seeing Wayne Lin still daring to ignore her, the short-haired woman was really annoyed
this time, she snorted heavily and said that she didn’t know what is good or bad, and
then strode towards Wayne Lin and shot Wayne Lin directly.

With a slap, he slapped Wayne Lin’s face quickly and fiercely. If he changed an ordinary
person, he would be deaf directly.



Wayne Lin also frowned. He was only here for one night, so why did he meet such a
savage princess? If he knew it, he would stay in the room and vomit, wait until the god
of war and Shangfeng get up before coming out. .

For such a mad girl, Wayne Lin didn’t have the same knowledge as her, and easily
flashed past, and said in a deep voice: “I am not a soldier here, you need to accompany
you to find someone else.”

The short-haired woman screamed. Obviously, she did not expect that Wayne Lin could
escape her slap. She immediately snorted and said, “So there are two brushes. No
wonder you are so courageous and dare to ignore Ben Master’s words!”

What the hell, my master?

Wayne Lin was taken aback when he heard this.

Is it a woman, how do you call yourself a master?

Soon, Wayne Lin’s gaze turned towards the other’s chest.

It turned out to be a bit contoured.

It just so happened that his action was caught by the short-haired woman, who
suddenly became angry and cursed loudly: “You are looking for death!”

She shot more fiercely now, punch after punch, all killing moves, and greeted Wayne
Lin’s fragile body.

Wayne Lin frowned deeper, and he said, “Enough, I am Wayne Lin, I’m here to find the
God of War and Shangfeng, not yours, you can stop.”

“Shut up! You a disciple, just like you, you dare to speak wildly to see Grandpa Army
God and my grandpa?!” The short-haired woman cursed loudly.

But Wayne Lin had a headache even more when he heard the words. This time it really
caused trouble. The short-haired woman in front of him had a terrifying background!

From this, she is the granddaughter of Shangguan Wei’an.



He was so good, why did he provoke such a evil star?

“I didn’t lie to you. I really came to find Senior Martial God and Shangfeng. Stop it, lest
you wake up Senior Martial God and your grandfather.” Wayne Lin had no choice but to
say nothing. The princess has such a big background.

However, the other party didn’t accept his affection at all. Instead, he saw that he hadn’t
been able to hold him down, his eyes were golden, and he said, “Oh, I can’t see that
you have some ability, not bad.”

Wayne Lin couldn’t persuade the other party to say anything, and he deliberately made
a big noise, but there was still no one in the yard, which made him very annoyed. What
does this mean?

“Hey, you’re enough, I’m anxious, I’m fighting back against you!” Wayne Lin said
threateningly.

However, his words fell in the other party’s ears, but it made her even more excited, her
eyes lit up and said: “Okay! I haven’t found an opponent for a long time, you can do it to
me!”

Wayne Lin: “…”

He is speechless. A girl at the peak of the day after tomorrow says he can’t find a rival?

Yesterday, he saw with his own eyes that there were more than 30 masters of the innate
realm here, which one came out and didn’t crush her?

However, he also saw that this woman was a lunatic, and she believed in her own
strength and self-confidence, that everyone in the world was not her opponent except
the god of war.

Anyway, he had already given in enough, and the noise that caused it was big enough,
but neither the God of War nor Shangfeng came out, indicating that this was their tacit
approval.

Wayne Lin’s mind flashed, maybe, the military god and Shang Feng are going to take
his hand to kill this woman’s spirit?



Maybe it really is.

So he snorted and said, “Since you don’t stop, don’t blame me for being impolite.”

Dealing with a woman who is subverted the day after tomorrow, for him, is no different
from molesting a child, he is just casual, and he can’t breathe.

Originally, Wayne Lin thought that if he showed some strength and crushed the
opponent, then the opponent would definitely retreat.

However, instead of retreating in recognition of the difficulties, the opponent’s eyes were
brighter and excitedly said: “This is a decent opponent, haha, use your full strength and
attack me!”

Chapter 673
Wayne Lin was speechless. He was a dignified master of Dzogchen in the congenital
realm. He actually fought against a girl at the pinnacle of the day after tomorrow, and
this girl was still screaming at him frantically. If this spread out, it would be a joke.

Now Wayne Lin even wondered if Shangfeng thought it was too cheap for him
yesterday, so today he specially found a princess to treat him.

Wayne Lin still had a headache. If it was another woman, he would just give it a lesson,
but this obviously is Shangfeng’s granddaughter, so he didn’t dare to mess with him.

“Enough, I am the Great Perfection of Innate Realm, you and I are at the same level,
stop it!” Wayne Lin increased his momentum a little and warned him.

However, the other party didn’t believe it at all, and said with contempt, “Innate Realm
Dzogchen? You lie! Lie down for me!”

As she said, she shot more sharply, and a few kicks were specially kicked towards
Wayne Lin’s bot lane, very fierce, making Wayne Lin a little annoyed.

“Shangfeng, Senior Army God, if you don’t come out anymore, I can only offend!”
Wayne Lin said in a deep voice. He knew that Army God and Shangfeng must know.



However, his words fell behind, and there was still no response, as if to ignore him.

At this time, the short-haired woman began to stick again, still saying, “You are still a big
man, and you are so afraid of death. It’s shameful! What a trick!”

After finishing speaking, she immediately launched a fierce attack on Wayne Lin. She
has to say that she still has two brushes at the peak of the day after tomorrow. If it was
Wayne Lin before breaking through the innate realm, he might not be able to beat her.

This is a woman with a very good martial arts talent, but her temper is too bad, her
personality is too ego, she’s accustomed to it, she doesn’t care about the feelings of
others.

Clay figurines have three points of anger, let alone Wayne Lin, he is also an invincible
strong in the innate realm of Dzogchen. He is absolutely invincible when the King Kong
is not bad. He also has the dignity of the strong. The girl provokes again and again, if he
hasn’t moved, then what kind of power is he?

He stepped back more than ten meters, staring at each other seriously, and said in a
deep voice: “You have enough, my patience is limited, I am not your sparring partner, let
alone your servant, you…”

However, before Wayne Lin’s words were finished, the other party rushed over and said
disdainfully: “What is it? If you have the ability, defeat me. If you don’t have the ability,
beep!”

by!

Wayne Lin was really annoyed this time, but he gave the other party a lot of
opportunities.

“If that’s the case, don’t blame me for offending!” When he finished speaking, he started
to move, almost at the extreme speed. The short-haired woman only felt a flower in front
of her. When she recovered, Wayne Lin came to her. , And fist on her forehead, “I told
you that you are not my opponent.”

The short-haired woman was taken aback for a moment, and she screamed in her
heart, so fast, she was not stupid, and now she naturally realized that Wayne Lin’s skill



was far above her. But she didn’t have any thoughts of shrinking, on the contrary, she
became more excited, “Really a master, that’s more to my liking!”

She didn’t have any fear, and shot Wayne Lin again.

Wayne Lin was dumbfounded, who is this, so I don’t know what is good or what,
knowing that he is not an opponent, so he keeps on doing it?

“Hey, you are sick, I said you are not my opponent.” Wayne Lin became even more
angry.

“Stop talking nonsense, knock me down if you have the ability, or I won’t

Let you go. “The short-haired woman’s tone was crazy, full of excitement, as if she had
discovered a treasure.

It is the first time that Wayne Lin has met such a person.

But Wayne Lin knew that if he didn’t show him some color, the other party would not
stop.

“Hmph, in that case, don’t blame me for being impolite.” Wayne Lin’s momentum
changed again, and he shot directly, pressing the shoulders of the short-haired woman,
and pressing her body sinking so hard to move.

The short-haired woman now opened her eyes wide and looked surprised. Looking at
Wayne Lin, that expression clearly did not expect Wayne Lin to actually dare to attack
her.

Freda Shangguan is indeed very surprised. You know, she is in the compound, and she
is the existence of Xiaobawang. Her grandfather is Shangguan Weian, also known as
the grandfather of Cary Daojun. The identity can be said to be very explosive. The
entire compound Here, no one dared to bully her, she was the only one who bullied
others.

As for the masters of the Innate Realm, each of them had been her sparring partner,
and each of them had been beaten by her. Of course, it wasn’t that she could not beat
her, but she didn’t dare, so she could only hold her head and be beaten. It was precisely
because of this that her mentality was particularly swollen.



But now, Wayne Lin dared to attack her, and she could not move, how could she not be
surprised?

But after being surprised, she became even more excited. Looking at Wayne Lin, her
eyes were filled with heat, making Wayne Lin’s scalp numb.

“Very good, you dare to shoot me!”

She was not angry, but continued to attack Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin really had a headache seeing her like this. In his eyes, the short-haired
woman was like an ant on the ground, constantly yelling at him, confident and not afraid
of death. But he couldn’t trample this ant to death, which was very uncomfortable.

“You forced me!” Wayne Lin snorted again, and then, a powerful aura radiated from him,
pressing on the short-haired woman.

Although Wayne Lin didn’t radiate all his aura, he couldn’t be underestimated. He was
so scared that he didn’t dare to move after he changed to a general acquired pinnacle
master. However, the short-haired woman in front of her only paused slightly, and
continued to attack Wayne Lin without being affected.

Wayne Lin was quite surprised, the other party actually ignored his aura, it seemed that
the psychological quality was not simple.

When I think about it right away, it feels normal. As a person of such a noble origin, he
has been surrounded by big people since childhood. Over time, his psychological
quality is naturally far superior to ordinary people.

But in this way, he has a headache even more.

Wayne Lin was so stunned that the short-haired woman had already punched and hit
his chest. He didn’t feel any pain, but the pendant on his chest was blown up!

In an instant, his face changed and he sank directly!

He was really angry now, the pendant, which was given to him by Alma Chu, had a
special meaning, but now it was broken by this crazy girl!



“You are too much, if you don’t teach you a lesson, you are really lawless!” Wayne Lin
snorted, and then he shot again. This time, he didn’t keep his hands anymore, and
directly counterattacked and grabbed the short-haired woman’s feet. Then he lifted
Freda Shangguan up with one hand and stood upside down.

Wayne Lin’s hand finally made Freda Shangguan panic. She was a woman, and it was
too indecent to be lifted up like this.

Chapter 674
Wayne Lin naturally knew it was indecent, but he was also pressed into anxiousness,
and he wouldn’t do it at other times.

“Hey, you disciple, let me go!” Freda Shangguan cursed loudly, with obvious shame and
panic in her tone.

She is so ashamed that she has never been treated like this before.

Wayne Lin didn’t let her go right away, who knows if she will get worse after letting go, “I
have warned you many times, you forced me.”

In a certain part of the yard, the military god Cary Road and Shangfeng Shangguan
Wei’an had already risen. Through monitoring, they saw the situation in the yard. They
also saw that Wayne Lin was holding Freda Shangguan’s feet in one hand and took her
Hanging up, the picture is very funny and indecent. Fortunately, Freda Shangguan was
not wearing a skirt, otherwise it would be even more embarrassing.

The military god said: “Wayne Lin, this young man, is too much to treat Yaoyao like
this.”

Shangguan Wei’an snorted and said, “What’s too much? That girl asked for it all by
herself. Wayne Lin’s temper is good!”

When the army god saw that Shangguan Wei An did not anger Wayne Lin, he was a
little relieved and asked, “Should we go out now?”

Shangguan Wei’an shook his head and said, “Wait a minute, now Wayne Lin has finally
come to treat this girl well, otherwise she thinks she is the number one in the world. This



girl, last month, just because I told her how much Sentence, as a result, this girl, pulling
a few of my beard while I was sleeping, it hurts me so much!”

The military god was obviously taken aback when he heard this. He said that he felt that
Shangguan’s stalwart beard was a bit strange, and his feelings were pulled by his
granddaughter.

He could fully imagine that the scene at the time, Shangguan Wei An must be furious,
but there was no way.

That scene made him laugh.

Shangguan Wei An snorted: “This girl, today I met someone who can cure her!”

He said so, but between his eyebrows, he was still a little worried.

On Wayne Lin’s side, after he lifted Freda Shangguan, he also had a headache. He
would be angry if he was known to Shangguan Weian’s granddaughter like this.

However, if things were not done and done, Wayne Lin did not regret it, and said in a
deep voice: “You apologize to me, I will let you go.”

Shangguan Wei’an was very stubborn and gritted his teeth and said: “Don’t think about
it, don’t put me down for the rest of your life! You want me Freda Shangguan to
apologize to you, next life!”

When Wayne Lin heard this, he was completely sure that this girl was Shangfeng’s
granddaughter. However, such a savage woman was really blinded by the name Freda
Shangguan, she didn’t fit her at all.

“Then hang on it!” Wayne Lin’s temper also came up. Anyway, his innocence is an
offense, and it is not too short of this point.

Freda Shangguan was hung in this way, her clothes were hanging down, revealing her
belly, which made her feel even more embarrassed, struggling hard, resisting, but her
strength compared with Wayne Lin’s Not on one level.

So no matter how hard she struggles, it is still to no avail. She is now like a bat, hung
from the eaves.



What’s worse, after hanging up for a while now, her brain is filled with oxygen, making
her face flush, panting, “You let me go! This young master is going to fight you for three
hundred rounds!”

Wayne Lin was amused by her, a girl who claimed to be a young master.

“Apologize.” Wayne Lin said.

“Don’t think about it!” Freda Shangguan was very temperamental. She caught Wayne
Lin’s foot and bit it directly.

Wayne Lin was bitten and couldn’t help barking out, “Hey, you are a dog!”

Freda Shangguan didn’t have the slightest shame, but rather proud, he snorted and
said, “This is the fate of offending me Freda Shangguan, hey, I warn you, let me go
quickly, otherwise I won’t be as fruitful as you!”

Wayne Lin didn’t dare to kick her away, so he could only step back and avoid her dog
teeth.

Wayne Lin also has a headache now. He is 100% sure that both the God of War and
Shangfeng know about it, but they just don’t appear. This is to borrow his hand to teach
this girl.

How could he hit this kind of thing, it is really unlucky.

Another minute passed, and now Freda Shangguan became even more uncomfortable.
Her face was so red that she even started to experience tinnitus, and her speech was
not as clear at first, but she still threatened Linzi fiercely. Ming, “You guy, let me go
quickly, if you have a kind of thing, let me go, hang me like this, what a hero!”

Freda Shangguan is getting more and more uncomfortable now, especially when she is
hung like this, her belly is exposed a lot, even her breasts are a little loose, if this is
loose, she will be exposed, how embarrassing!

“Let go, you can apologize.” Wayne Lin said.

Freda Shangguan was so angry that she was gnashing her teeth. She was so old that
she had never spoken to anyone. Even if she pulled out her grandfather Shangguan’s



stalwart beard last month, it didn’t make sense. Let her apologize to a subordinate.
Where is she willing.

Because she yelled a little bit loudly just now, plus, it’s too early now, there are footsteps
outside the compound, it sounds like more than one person…

When Freda Shangguan heard the footsteps, she panicked even more. It would be
shameful if someone saw her like this!

And Wayne Lin frowned slightly, he was considering whether to let Freda Shangguan
go.

“Don’t come in!” Freda Shangguan yelled toward the outside of the compound, but
unfortunately because she had been reasoned for too long, even if she wanted to yell
loudly, she didn’t yell loudly. Instead, she choked herself up. That was very
embarrassing.

At this time, the door was opened, Xie Boming and a dozen people walked in. Then, he
saw the scene in the courtyard. All of them suddenly widened, their faces full of
astonishment, and incredible!

“this is……”

The atmosphere suddenly became weird, and it stopped immediately.

And Wayne Lin was also very embarrassed. He was so embarrassed that he, a great
master of Dzogchen in the congenital realm, would hang a woman like this.

As for Freda Shangguan, she became even more unbearable, shouting shrillly: “Get
out, get out of here!!!!”

Xie Boming and others shuddered involuntarily when they heard her voice. It was
completely conditioned. They immediately withdrew, closed the door, and kept saying, “I
haven’t seen anything, I have nothing. did not see it……”

Wayne Lin was speechless, he didn’t see anything yet, did he see everything?



He lowered his head and saw that Freda Shangguan’s face had turned into a monkey
buttocks and was dripping blood, he shook his head, and didn’t bother to be familiar
with this girl, “I can let you go, but you have to promise, don’t go crazy what.”

Chapter 675
Wayne Lin was already subdued, but the other party had f*cked with him and cursed: “I
don’t want to come down now. If you have this kind of thing, you will hang me forever!
Humph!”

What’s happening here? If you let her go, you are not happy?

Wayne Lin was also dumbfounded in an instant.

At first he thought the other party was doing it, but when he took a closer look now, the
other party was obviously serious.

For a while, Wayne Lin had a headache, and felt that he was in bad luck and was in
trouble.

Looking at the other party’s appearance now, it was obviously quite difficult, but her
expression still didn’t have the slightest conceit, and she looked like she was going to
fight with herself, which really made Wayne Lin a headache.

Yes, just treat yourself as conceding defeat, too lazy to be familiar with this kind of crazy
girl.

Wayne Lin put the other party down and said, “Okay, I will let you go, so don’t do it.
Between us…”

However, Wayne Lin had just let go of Freda Shangguan, and she hadn’t finished her
words yet. After she landed and adjusted her posture, she immediately attacked Wayne
Lin, which was simply unreasonable.

“Hey, you!” Wayne Lin was confused, what kind of person is this.

Moreover, Freda Shangguan had the expression of gritted teeth, wishing to swallow
Wayne Lin in one bite, making Wayne Lin a little frightened.



“a*shole, you dare to hang me, I won’t let you go, today is either you die or I live!” Freda
Shangguan gritted her teeth.

Wayne Lin is really dumbfounded and helpless now. What is the situation? He is so
good, how can he provoke such a mad woman? If it is other people, the key is
Shangguan’s granddaughter. It’s uncomfortable if you can’t or scold it.

Fortunately, at this moment, from the side room, a scolding voice came, “Girl, what are
you doing, don’t stop me!”

It was Shangguan Weian. He appeared with Cary, the military god, with a calm face and
a bit of helplessness between his brows. Originally, he wanted to use Wayne Lin’s hand
to frustrate Freda Shangguan’s spirit and let her know There are people outside the
world, but there are people outside the world, but I didn’t expect that this girl is so
arrogant that she doesn’t even care about the congenital realm of Dzogchen.

And Wayne Lin is also a personal spirit. At a glance, he saw that Freda Shangguan’s
identity was not simple, and he did not dare to offend him, so he finally had to appear.

Freda Shangguan saw her grandpa coming out, she was not afraid at all, snorted, did
not stop, and continued to attack Wayne Lin, obviously not paying attention to her
grandpa.

This made Shangguan Wei’an feel very shameless, but he was helpless.

Finally, Cary coughed twice and said: “Shu Yao, stop for a moment, this person is my
subordinate.”

Hearing what Cary Road said, Freda Shangguan stopped and even smiled and said,
“Okay, Grandpa Army God.”

When the matter was over, she deliberately glared at Shangguan Wei’an, apparently
seeing her grandfather’s routine clearly, but she was very angry with Shangguan
Wei’an.

This dead girl is getting less and less of him.

Wayne Lin breathed a sigh of relief. These two adults have come out. If they don’t come
out again, he really wants to leave without saying goodbye and just slip away.



He also greeted Cary Road and Shangguan Wei’an, and said, “Senior Military God,
Shangfeng, it’s getting late, I almost have to go back.”

Cary Road said: “Should you not leave after lunch?”

&

nbWayne Lin muttered in his heart, with this girl here, where would he dare to stay to
eat? Isn’t it troublesome enough, but on the surface, he would naturally not say that, but
shook his head, smiled and said:” I don’t need to eat anymore. I have things waiting for
me to deal with in Hwadrid.”

Who is Cary, you can naturally see Wayne Lin’s thoughts, so he didn’t force it, nodded
and said, “If this is the case, then I won’t keep you.”

He said hello to Shangguan Wei’an. Wayne Lin was about to leave. At this moment,
Freda Shangguan, who had been silent for a while, said, “I want to go to Huarvell with
you.”

What the hell?

Wayne Lin’s heart suddenly shook and was taken aback. There were Cary Road and
Shangguan Wei’an. He didn’t dare to be presumptuous to this crazy girl, so he had to
look at Shangguan Wei’an for help.

“Freda Shangguan, what are you talking nonsense, what are you doing with Instructor
Lin to go to Huarvell!” Shangguan Wei An suddenly cursed with a calm face.

However, Freda Shangguan was not afraid of him at all, and straightened her neck and
said: “He is a master, I want to follow him to practice, in Yandu, it is meaningless.”

Isn’t it right, because of her honorable status, no one in Yandu dared to offend her, and
Wayne Lin was the first person who dared to scold her, or even dared to be rude to her,
which is very rare for her. Baby, how could she let it go!

Shangguan Wei’an said: “Hu Lai, instructor Lin has important tasks. Wherever there is
time to be crazy with you, you can stay in Yandu for me!”



“I don’t, I will go to Hwadrid with him today, and I heard that there are many great
masters in Hwadrid, and this young master is going to meet them!” Freda Shangguan
said tuggingly.

Wayne Lin’s face is full of black lines, just you three-legged cat kung fu, who can beat
him.

He directly clasped his fists and said: “Senior Military God, Shangfeng, since there is
nothing wrong, then the subordinates will leave first!”

After that, he quickly turned around and left. If you really want him to take this mad girl
by his side, he won’t be bored.

But just as he left, Freda Shangguan immediately followed him, stuck to him, and said,
“Don’t want to leave me!”

Wayne Lin pretended not to hear her, and when he came out of the compound, he
disappeared directly. He didn’t believe it, and Freda Shangguan could catch up with
him.

At this moment, Cary opened his mouth and said, “Brother Shangguan, if Freda is by
Wayne Lin’s side, he might get exercise.”

Shangguan Wei An was taken aback, and his reaction was quick. From Cary Road’s
eyes, he saw that he was serious, not kidding.

So he immediately called Wayne Lin, “Instructor Lin, please stay.”

Wayne Lin felt bitter, so he had to pretend that he hadn’t heard, and continued to move
forward.

Shangguan Wei’an was stunned again. He did not expect that Wayne Lin would pretend
not to hear him.

At this moment, Cary Road also spoke, “Instructor Lin, please stay a step.”

Cary Dao said so loudly, Wayne Lin couldn’t pretend that he couldn’t hear it, otherwise
he would lose face, so he sighed in his heart and turned around and said, “Senior
Military God, I don’t know what else is going on?”



Cary smiled and said: “Why don’t you bring Freda, you should take her to have a fun, by
the way, give her some tricks.”

Shangguan Wei’an nodded and agreed.

Where did Wayne Lin agree? He shook his head and said, “Senior Military God, it’s not
that I refuse to take Ms. Shangguan, but that the subordinates can’t help themselves.
There is a tigress in the house. If she finds out, I will take the women back. She It will go
crazy.”

Chapter 676
After saying this, Wayne Lin muttered sorry. In special circumstances, Alma Chu could
only be moved out.

Sure enough, after hearing his words, Cary Dao and Shangguan Wei’an also expressed
regret. Since they are like this, there is nothing to do. Although they are superiors, this
kind of thing is a private matter and cannot be overwhelming.

However, Freda Shangguan on the side opened her eyes wide in surprise and said,
“How do you know that this young master is a female?!”

She has a very incredible expression now, it seems that Wayne Lin can ever recognize
her gender, which is very outrageous.

Wayne Lin: “…”

Whampoa Road and Shangguan Wei’an couldn’t help being embarrassed. Shangguan
Wei’an coughed twice, feeling very embarrassing.

Wayne Lin is considered convinced, the girl who loves, always thinks that she pretends
very well, others can’t see it.

Did she think she was a man after she had a short haircut?

Wayne Lin cooperated with her and looked surprised: “Could it be that you are a man?”



Freda Shangguan nodded vigorously, straightened her chest, and said proudly: “Yes, I
am a man, a pure man like you!”

After speaking, she patted her chest, looking like she was a tough guy.

Seeing this movement of her, Wayne Lin screamed his eyes and quickly moved his
eyes away. He saw a lot of tigers, but it was the first time he saw someone like Freda
Shangguan.

“Cough, cough, cough!” Shangguan Wei’an was so angry with her, she coughed a few
times, and yelled, “Freda Shangguan, what are you doing! When the whole world is
stupid like you!”

Freda Shangguan looked surprised. Could it be that her disguise is not good enough, so
she can be seen so easily? But she has worked very hard.

Wayne Lin was really embarrassed to stay any longer. He once again bid farewell to
Cary Road and Shangguan Wei An, and stayed again. He didn’t know how much he
had to see Freda Shangguan’s operation with his eyes.

“Hey, don’t run so fast, wait for me.” Freda Shangguan immediately chased after him,
but this time, how could Wayne Lin still give her a chance? He walked out of the
compound in a few steps, and went out. In the compound, he just disappeared.

Freda Shangguan chased it out, but she couldn’t see anyone anymore. She was so
angry that she stomped and stomped her feet severely, and cursed, “Let him run, damn
it!”

But immediately, a treacherous smile appeared on her face again, and she muttered to
herself: “Hmph, do you think you can run away? I now know that you are in Hwadrid,
and you will not be able to escape from my palm sooner or later! “

After understanding this, her mood became happy again, that expression was like a little
girl found a fun toy.

After Wayne Lin left, he was sure that Freda Shangguan had not chased him. He was a
little relieved, but immediately, he was also depressed, because he knew that if you
want to find him the energy of Guan Freda, it must be easy to find. of.



And for such a stubborn princess, when the time comes, he will really run to Hwadrid
and pester him, then he will be in trouble, like brown sugar, it is difficult to shake it off.

I knew that he would not go out for morning exercises today, so there would be nothing.

Originally Xie Boming wanted to take him back personally, but Wayne Lin refused.
Anyway, Xie Boming was a high-ranking captain and a high-ranking captain, so his
driver would be inappropriate. And Xie Boming is just being polite. If he really asks Xie
Boming to send it back, then he has no emotional intelligence.

Wayne Lin went back by himself, but it was easier. After he booked the tickets online, he
did not rush to return. Instead, he visited Yandu for a while to appreciate the luck and
charm of Yandu.

Different cities have different luck and charm. If Hwadrid City is a small successful
businessman, then Yandu is a powerful ruler, and the whole city exudes a lot of
extravagance.

At Wayne Lin’s realm, spiritual practice is often much more important than physical
practice.

After Wayne Lin arrived in Yandu, he felt the luck of the city, and his whole person was
sublimated.

In the evening, he returned to Hwadrid smoothly, and the moment he got off the plane,
he felt another way.

For ordinary people, they can’t feel this kind of change. Only when they reach the realm
of Wayne Lin can they feel deeply.

Believe that at the level of the military god, the feeling will be even more profound.

“Vajra is not bad, I believe I can reach it soon!” Wayne Lin muttered to himself,
clenching his fists, his eyes filled with endless confidence.

When he came back this time, he didn’t tell anyone, he just talked to Alma Chu, but he
told Alma Chu not to pick it up, which was too much trouble.



As for Jeff Han and Damon Wang, he didn’t say anything. Otherwise, because of their
two personalities, they would definitely arrange a large team to meet them. He didn’t
want to be so high-profile.

Back at Yulong Bay, it was already eleven o’clock in the evening. It was quite late. The
two old men were asleep. The lights in Alma Chu’s room were left on. Wayne Lin looked
from a distance and knew that Alma Chu was waiting. When he came back, he
immediately felt warm in his heart.

It feels good that someone at home is waiting.

After returning, Alma Chu was very happy to see him. After learning that he had solved
the problem without any punishment, and had been promoted, she was finally relieved
and her whole body relaxed.

In the past few days, although she didn’t say anything, she was still worried in her heart.
At this moment, she has relieved the burden and sent a sincere smile.

Seeing Alma Chu asleep, Wayne Lin smiled contentedly and happily, kissed her gently
on her lips, and then went to take a cold shower.

As soon as time passed, a few days passed. Wayne Lin spent the past few days very
regularly. Most of the time, he stayed with Alma Chu. After helping to deal with the
problems on the Chu family’s side, everything was back on track.

However, he has always been thinking about his mother’s side, how is it now?

He is almost the same, and is also going to get his mother back…

It was completely different from his leisure time, and now Han Ruxin was anxious.

Since the classmate meeting that day, she has been fidgeting and insomnia for several
days.

She couldn’t figure out why Wayne Lin suddenly became so powerful. Through her
investigation, she became more and more frightened, and at the same time, her heart
became more and more hot…



Chapter 677
Wayne Lin didn’t know what Han Ruxin thought. Even if he knew it, he wouldn’t care.
For him, Han Ruxin was just a small person and could not affect his life at all.

On the contrary, it was Freda Shangguan’s side that caused him a headache. I hope
this crazy girl will not come to Hwadrid to find him personally, otherwise it will be in
trouble!

In the past few days, he stayed at home almost, and started to report to three places in
Xuanyuan.

In any case, the three places of Xuanyuan were good to him, and he still had to explain,
otherwise their hearts would be bad.

Returning to the three places of Xuanyuan, Wayne Lin could clearly feel that the
atmosphere was not the same as before, a little more solemn and Xiao Sha, it seemed
that he was experiencing something important.

“Military power, idlers stop!”

As soon as Wayne Lin approached Xuanyuan’s third base, he was stopped by several
guards at the door.

Their waists were straight, their expressions were serious, and their faces were a bit
immature. It was obvious that they were recruits who had just arrived at the third place
of Xuanyuan, so they didn’t know Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin smiled and said, “I am Wayne Lin, the instructor of the fourth group, and I’m
here to report.”

However, these recruits did not pay attention to what he said. They thought he was
joking, and scolded: “Nonsense, the instructor of the fourth group is Chen Song, who
are you, dare to pretend to be my Xuanyuan three places? People!”

The recruit frowned and looked menacing. I have to say that he was still a bit
prestigious.



Wayne Lin was quite emotional. He didn’t expect that he didn’t come back for a month
and Xuanyuan would not recognize him in the third place. Just when he wanted to
explain, one of the recruits stared directly at Wayne Lin, suddenly thinking of something.
Excitedly said: “I remember! Wayne Lin! He is the former instructor of the fourth group,
and he has committed a crime. He was taken away by Xuanyuan from three places. I
didn’t expect to be back today!”

When he said this, the other recruits also remembered, and their eyes looking at Wayne
Lin were filled with jealousy and hostility. They clenched their guns, subconsciously
faced Wayne Lin, and stood ready.

Seeing their reaction, Wayne Lin felt helpless, and said, “I am coming back to report this
time. You can let me go.”

However, the few recruits looked at Wayne Lin with enthusiasm, “No! You are a sinner,
we can’t let you in!”

“No, we want to catch you!”

They looked at each other, and after speaking, they really shot Wayne Lin and wanted
to take Wayne Lin down.

Wayne Lin frowned slightly, he naturally couldn’t sit still and was caught by these little
soldiers. When he shook his figure, he escaped their surroundings and said, “In this
case, I went straight in.”

“No, he wants to force it!”

“Wayne Lin, I order you to stop, raise your hands and surrender, otherwise don’t blame
us for shooting!”

With that said, they actually set up their guns and looked at Wayne Lin as if they were
going to shoot at any time.

It can be seen that they are very jealous of Wayne Lin. Although they have just arrived,
they have also heard some remarks about Wayne Lin. Invisible, they think Wayne Lin is
a very scary person.



Wayne Lin frowned deeper. He didn’t expect that it was just a month later that he would
encounter this kind of thing when he came back to the three places in Xuanyuan. Could
it be that all three places in Xuanyuan thought he was treason?

At this moment, Wayne Lin felt something. He looked up, and soon saw six people
walking quickly over, shouting loudly: “Stop! What are you doing? Put your guns away!”

It was from the fourth group, they rushed over immediately and ordered them to stop.

“Squad leader, isn’t this person the sinner in the third place of Xuanyuan?”

“Yes, squad leader, he disobeys the military order, aren’t we going to take him down?”

When the six people in the fourth group heard this, the expressions on their faces were
quite complicated. Looking at Wayne Lin, one of them said, “Instructor Lin, why are you
back?”

This person is Tian Mingjie, who used to idolize Wayne Lin, but under Wayne Lin’s
teaching, his strength has also increased a lot. However, after that happened to Wayne
Lin, his feelings for Wayne Lin became complicated.

It’s not just him, the other five people are the same.

Wayne Lin also noticed it. He said, “I’m looking for Director Peng when I come back this
time.”

Tian Mingjie thought for a while and whispered to Wayne Lin: “Instructor Lin, I think you
still don’t want to come back. You are all wanted now, especially Xuanyuan 1 and
Xuanyuan 2, if they know you are back, I will definitely catch you.”

The other five soldiers looked at Wayne Lin with the same expression.

Wayne Lin smiled and said, “Don’t worry about that, I’ve already been acquitted of the
crime. I came back this time to report to Chief Peng.”

“Ah? Really?” Tian Mingjie and the others couldn’t help but get excited.

“Of course it’s true, when did I lie to you?” Wayne Lin smiled.



“That’s really great!”

With the assurance of Tian Mingjie and others, the few recruits dared not continue to
stop Wayne Lin and let them go directly.

But as soon as Wayne Lin returned, news spread from three places in Xuanyuan, and
many people ran out. When they saw Wayne Lin really appeared, they were shocked.

“I read it right, it’s really Instructor Lin who is back!”

“But isn’t Instructor Lin already dead? How can I come back?”

“Let me just say, someone like Wayne Lin is definitely not that easy to die, you still don’t
believe it.”

“Hmph, even if he comes back, what will happen? Do you think he has escaped the
military law! He disobeyed the military order and even swallowed the colorful origin fruit.
It’s okay if he doesn’t come back. Now that he comes back, he must go to a military
court! When the time comes, what will be waiting for him is a lifetime prison!”

Everyone was discussing in full swing, and Wayne Lin’s return made the three places of
Xuanyuan, which were originally stagnant water, alive again.

Soon, the news also reached Sun Liang, Zhao Xia and other senior executives. When
they heard it, they were shocked, and immediately put down their work and walked out.

When they came out and saw Wayne Lin, they were also stunned, not knowing what to
say for a while.

Instead, Wayne Lin appeared generous and greeted him proactively, “Director Sun,
Instructor Zhao, long time no see.”

“Instructor Lin, you…” Sun Liang recovered, looked at Wayne Lin, and said, “Why are
you back?”

Wayne Lin heard that Sun Liang’s overtones meant that he shouldn’t come back.

Zhao Xia had the same reaction, their feelings towards Wayne Lin were quite
complicated.



“Why, I am a member of Xuanyuan No. 3, can’t I come back?” Wayne Lin joked.

Sun Liang looked at him and said gravely: “You come back, but you have to go to a
military court. The lightest sentence will be imprisonment for fifty years.”

Chapter 678
Wayne Lin laughed loudly.

Everyone frowned and looked at him, wondering why he could still laugh. Is this a
provocation, or is he crazy.

Zhao Xia said in a deep voice: “Instructor Lin, you are now a sinner and wanted
nationwide. You shouldn’t be here because we are going to arrest you.”

As his words fell, everyone present began to move, forming an encirclement against
Wayne Lin, and they wanted to attack Wayne Lin at any time and arrest Wayne Lin!

Even Sun Liang, he has a very heavy expression now, even if he is optimistic about
Wayne Lin, there is no room for discussion on this matter. According to the duties of a
soldier, he wants to arrest Wayne Lin!

Sent to the military court to stand trial.

Tian Mingjie and the others were stunned when they saw this situation. He quickly said,
“What are you doing? Instructor Lin said that he has already been charged, and you
can’t arrest him!”

Sun Liang shook his head and said, “I haven’t received Shangfeng’s order. Wayne Lin is
still a sinner now.”

Zhao Xia said: “Instructor Lin, I want to share with your colleagues. We don’t want to
fight with you in the same room. You can catch it by yourself. In the military court, we
will try our best to intercede for you.”

Now the entire three places of Xuanyuan have come out, forming a huge encirclement.
Wayne Lin is surrounded by three levels inside and three levels outside. The water can’t
leak. Everyone has a gun in his hand.



Seeing this situation, Wayne Lin did not have much surprise. It was in his expectation
and verified his ideas. Although the military god and Shangfeng had let him go, they still
had to be tested. some.

Wayne Lin looked at them and said, “I have already met the God of War and
Shangfeng. Now I am not a sinner. Haven’t you received the order?”

When these words were said, Sun Liang and Zhao Xia were obviously taken aback, and
the others also had the same surprised expressions. Instructor Lin actually went to see
Wenshen and Shangfeng? Especially the army god, that is the Dinghai Shenzhen of
China, the idol of the three armies, they can’t see it once they want to meet!

“Instructor Lin, you haven’t lied, you have already seen the God of War and
Shangfeng?” Sun Liang said in disbelief. He knew very well what level the God of War
is, and not everyone can see it! Besides, Wayne Lin is a sinner!

Wayne Lin didn’t bother to go round and round, and directly told what happened that
day, indicating that he had been acquitted.

This matter was very subversive to them, but after Wayne Lin’s explanation, they
believed for the time being that Sun Liang immediately called his superiors and reported
Wayne Lin’s return to verify whether it was true.

In a short while, after he got the verification, the big stone in his heart soon let go.

Wayne Lin didn’t lie, he has really been acquitted of the crime, which is really great!

Not long after, Director Peng Zhuo also returned. He was extremely happy to learn that
Wayne Lin was back.

Especially when he learned that Wayne Lin was the military god and Shangfeng he had
met directly, he was even more surprised. The eyes that looked at Wayne Lin also had
some different colors!

“What? Wayne Lin returned to three places in Xuanyuan?!”

It didn’t take long for Xuanyuan No. 2 to get the news, and their senior officials
expressed their anger.



Especially Zhong Tao and Luo Hongyang, with fierce eyes and gritted teeth, they hate
Wayne Lin!

They originally thought Wayne Lin was

He was dead, but he didn’t expect that he would dare to come back swaggeringly, and
the most damning thing was that at the third place of Xuanyuan, he would dare not
arrest Wayne Lin!

Zhong Tao said: “Chancellor Fan, this Wayne Lin is too arrogant, and he has no choice!
We can’t let him get away with this impunity, we must arrest him and send him to a
military court!”

Luo Hongyang also immediately said: “Chan Fan, Lao Zhong was right. Wayne Lin
disobeyed the military order and boldly dared to come back. He also wounded us all. It
was a heinous crime. You can’t spare him like this! “

“There are also three places in Xuanyuan. They protect criminals, knowing that they
violate the law, and they must report to Shangfeng to punish them!”

“I think there is no need for the three places in Xuanyuan. Look at the current foreign
forces, how bad they have made it!”

In front of Zhong Tao and Luo Hongyang, stood a tall middle-aged man with a national
character face and a stubborn face. He looked particularly imposing. He was a ruthless
man, and he was also the director of Xuanyuan No. 2 Division Fan Zhengping. .

An absolute powerhouse, but Zhong Tao and Luo Hongyang’s immediate superiors.

His eyebrows are particularly rough, thick and dark, as if they were drawn with a brush,
they are upwards, with a special momentum.

Especially the momentum on his body is even more incredible. He just stood there, as if
driving the air in the room to revolve around him.

He raised his hand gently, immediately Zhong Tao and Luo Hongyang were afraid to
speak, and quickly shut up, waiting for Fan Zhengping’s speech.



“You said, this Wayne Lin has reached the realm of Innate Realm Great Perfection and
defeated all four of you?” Fan Zheng said flatly, with some intriguing things in his tone.

After Zhong Tao and Luo Hongyang listened, embarrassment appeared on their faces
involuntarily, which was indeed an unbearable thing for them.

But at this time, they also had to bite the bullet and admit.

“This is a bit interesting. It seems that the effect of the Colorful Origin Fruit is great,
allowing a person in the fourth stage of the Innate Realm to instantly break through to
the Great Perfection of the Innate Realm. Moreover, I guess that the origin of life in
Wayne Lin has not digested yet. After that, maybe he will be able to break through to
the indestructible body of King Kong.” Fan Zhengping’s eyes revealed every detail.

After Zhong Tao and Luo Hongyang listened, they also gritted their teeth, envy and
hatred.

Yes, if they were the ones who ate the seven-color source fruit, then they must also be
in the innate realm of Dzogchen now, and they may even touch the realm of
indestructible diamond!

Once you break through to the realm of King Kong’s indestructibility, you will be No. 1 in
the world. From then on, the sky is high and the ocean is wide.

Zhong Tao gritted his teeth and said: “This surnamed Lin is born with a bone, and let
him break through to the point that King Kong is not bad, it will definitely harm the
people of the country. We must strangle him in the cradle!”

Luo Hongyang also echoed Zhong Tao’s point of view.

“Chairman Fan, I beg you to go out and take Wayne Lin back and send him to a military
court to sentence him to death!”

Fan Zhengping did not answer right away, but thought for a while before saying, “Wait
and see what idea Xuanyuan has.”

At about the same time, the Xuanyuan side also received this news and began a lively
discussion.



And their conclusion is similar to Fan Zhengping’s side, they think Wayne Lin can’t be
taken lightly, and they reach a consensus.

After a while, they made an agreement and set off to Xuanyuan three places together
and decided to arrest Wayne Lin personally!

Chapter 679
Three places in Xuanyuan.

Wayne Lin has been back for two days. He seems to have returned to his previous
rhythm. The difference is that Peng Zhuo directly promoted him to the position of chief
instructor of Xuanyuan No. 3, and even the Fang Team and Dragon Blood Team were
under his control. .

Logically speaking, this was not in compliance with the rules, but Xuanyuan had no
objection at all three places.

Especially, when they saw that Zhao Xia and Xiao Cangmang were not his opponents
together, they were easily defeated, and they became even more disagreed. They even
felt that it was an honor to be directed by Wayne Lin.

“It’s not good, it’s not good!”

In the conference room, a soldier rushed in in a panic with a panic face.

“What are you panicking!” Sun Liang scolded immediately.

“There was an accident at the Sun, Xuanyuan No. 1 and Xuanyuan No. 2 places, come
to arrest people!”

Sun Liang was slightly taken aback when he heard this, and said, “You make it clear, did
Xuanyuan 1 and Xuanyuan 2 arrest people?”

The other people in the conference room also frowned. The status of the three places is
equal, but the direction of responsibility is different. Xuanyuan No. 1 and Xuanyuan No.
2 are so good. How can they come to catch people? people?



“Grab Instructor Lin, they want to arrest Instructor Lin. The coming is fierce, we can’t
stop it.”

Hearing this, the expressions of the people in the meeting room suddenly changed.

When the voice fell, the door of the conference room was pushed open, and a group of
people rushed in. Among them, it was Fan Zhengping who was in the lead. Following
him were Zhong Tao, Luo Hongyang and others. The mighty, all masters.

Seeing this scene, even Peng Zhuo began to shrink his pupils and realized the
seriousness of the matter!

You know, Fan Zhengping is the chief of Xuanyuan Second Division, and he sits on the
other side. He is also a master of Innate Realm Dzogchen, and he wouldn’t be easily
dispatched! And now that Fan Zhengping comes to arrest people in person, it shows
that he is bound to win.

If it was just Zhong Tao and Luo Hongyang, he would be sure to deal with it, but Fan
Zhengping would not be sure.

And what worries him most is that Wayne Lin lied to them and didn’t get rid of the
charges? That’s why I came to arrest people in person? !

In an instant, many thoughts flashed through his mind.

When other people saw Fan Zhengping, their faces changed drastically, full of fear and
awe.

Fan Zhengping is also a legend.

Originally, the people in the three places in Xuanyuan in the conference room were very
angry when they saw someone breaking in, but when they saw Fan Zhengping, their
momentum was immediately weakened.

“Fan Zhengping, you brought a large number of people and rushed to the third place of
Xuanyuan to do something. This is not compliant!” Peng Zhuo stood up and said coldly.



Fan Zhengping did not answer him directly. Instead, he glanced across the meeting
room and did not find Wayne Lin. He frowned slightly, then stared at Peng Zhuo and
said, “I’m here to arrest someone and hand Wayne Lin over.”

The tone of command he used completely, high above, in terms of military rank, Peng
Zhuo is the same as him, but he did not put Peng Zhuo in his eyes at all, very arrogant.

Peng Zhuo said: “Fan Zhengping, if you don’t say hello, you ran to my three places in
Xuanyuan to arrest people, you are extremely arrogant!”

Peng Zhengping said impatiently: “Peng Zhuo, I don’t

I’m arguing with you, Wayne Lin is a sinner and must be sent to court for trial. You
Xuanyuan three places dared to protect him, because you have eaten the bear heart
and leopard guts. I don’t know whether you live or die. I think you still have some
friendship. I don’t need to report this matter. You immediately hand over the sinner
Wayne Lin. “

Zhong Tao also stood up, squinted his eyes and said, “Director Peng, you were also
present on the Lion Rock that day. You witnessed what Wayne Lin did. This is an
absolute felony. You dare to protect him and be careful The location is not guaranteed!”

Sun Liang said: “I think it is you who are bold. Instructor Lin has personally seen
Shangfeng and the God of War, and has already been acquitted of the crime, and you
still arrested him in the name of a sinner? Shangfeng is in sight!”

When Fan Zhengping heard this, he frowned slightly. He immediately looked at Zhong
Tao and questioned him a little bit. Zhong Tao immediately said: “Chor Fan, don’t listen
to them bragging, Wayne Lin is a sinner, why? I can get rid of the charge, let’s say, what
is the identity of the old man of the military god, where is the little person like Wayne Lin,
you will see it if you want to!”

If Wayne Lin really gets rid of the charges, they will come to arrest people. Although it is
not a crime, it is inevitable to lose face. Especially this time Fan Zhengping went out in
person, he was even more cautious.

However, in the past two days, he also went to inquire, and he didn’t hear any news that
Wayne Lin had been acquitted of the crime, and even the wanted order was still there,
otherwise he would not come easily.



“Peng Zhuo, you just think that Wayne Lin is in the congenital realm of Great Perfection,
which can guide you to rebuild the glory of the three places of Xuanyuan, but have you
ever thought about whether you have the ability to save him!” Fan Zhengping said
coldly. He said, majestic and exuded, making the atmosphere in the entire conference
room even more tense.

Peng Zhuo snorted heavily and said: “Fan Zhengping, you think I am a fool, Wayne Lin
has not been charged, I dare to shield him? But you, the chief of the dignified Xuanyuan
Second Division, a master of Innate Realm Great Perfection, Actually faked the public
for private benefit, public revenge, if it goes to Shangfeng, I don’t know what the result
will be!”

Peng Zhuo was a level lower than Fan Zhengping in realm, but he was not afraid of it at
all, and he was tit-for-tat with Fan Zhengping and wanted to protect Wayne Lin to the
end.

He was not arrogant, but believed in Wayne Lin, and also believed in his own
intelligence and judgment. Although there was no clear order on it now, it meant that
Wayne Lin had been acquitted. However, from another perspective, the news of Wayne
Lin’s return is no longer a secret. Shangfeng must have already known it, but
Shangfeng did not send anyone to arrest Wayne Lin, which indirectly shows that Wayne
Lin has been acquitted of the charges. Up.

Fan Zhengping saw that Peng Zhuo was so tough, and he followed it up. Anyway, he
has come over today. In any case, he has to take Wayne Lin back, even if Wayne Lin
has been charged, but Shangfeng has not issued a clear order. , He can also use his
plan to torture Wayne Lin severely.

Of course, he did this not simply to vent his anger to Zhong Tao and Luo Hongyang, but
he seriously suspected that Wayne Lin had eaten the Seven-Colored Origin Fruit to
break through to the Great Consummation of the Innate Realm, and at that time he
could extract the forest. Study Ming’s blood!

He has stayed for a long time in the congenital realm to reach the Great Perfection, and
now he dreams of breaking through to the indestructible vajra body, even if he does
everything he can!

He had tried many methods, but they all failed. Now the appearance of Wayne Lin gave
him a ray of hope, so he must take Wayne Lin back!



He tore his face straight, and said in a high-pitched posture: “Peng Zhuo, I am not here
to fight with you today. Wayne Lin is a sinner. I must take it back. If you know each
other, you will hand him over obediently. Otherwise, don’t Blame me for being
merciless!”

Chapter 680
After he said this, the atmosphere suddenly became different, and suddenly became
tense.

The many people behind him also began to stare at him, and did not hide their threats
to everyone in the conference room.

Peng Zhuo’s expression changed again, and his heart began to cry. He knew how
abnormal Fan Zhengping’s strength was. He was very clear about it. It was not good to
say that everyone in their meeting room added up, they weren’t Fan Zhengping’s
opponent, let alone. Said that Fan Zhengping still followed more than 20 innate realm
masters!

This is tricky, is it really going to hand over Wayne Lin?

Zhao Xia is a violent temper, and he snorted heavily, “Fan Zhengping, are you going to
be hard? You weigh and weigh yourself and make a big fuss in our Xuanyuan three
places. What are the consequences? It will go to Shangfeng and you will bear it. Can
you stop his anger!”

However, Fan Zhengping didn’t put him in his eyes at all, and didn’t even look at him.

Fan Zhengping’s ignorance made Zhao Xia even more furious.

But he was helpless, who made Fan Zhengping so much stronger than him.

“It seems that you are all determined to cover Wayne Lin to the end? Well, then don’t
blame me for not showing you mercy!”

Fan Zhengping seemed to have lost patience. His eyes were cold and full of pressure,
and he wanted to shoot directly.



Suddenly, all the people in the three places of Xuanyuan felt tremendous pressure, and
even Peng Zhuo’s heartbeat accelerated a lot.

If Fan Zhengping really wants to attack them, then they really have no chance of
winning at all.

As the only Innate Realm Great Perfection in the three Xuanyuan places, it was not
here.

But at this moment, Fan Zhengping’s majestic aura suddenly faded away and
disappeared cleanly. His eyes narrowed, revealing an intriguing smile, and said: “It’s
interesting.”

After speaking, he turned around and left in strides.

The others are confused and don’t understand why Fan Zhengping is well. How could
he leave suddenly? Could it be that Fan Zhengping realized that the consequences
were serious and was afraid?

But immediately, Xiao Cangmang said, “No! It must be Instructor Lin who appeared and
was discovered by Fan Zhengping!”

Hearing what he said, everyone reacted. Fan Zhengping came to Wayne Lin
aggressively. If Wayne Lin hadn’t appeared, how could he give up?

To be honest, even though they knew that Wayne Lin had also achieved Great
Perfection in the Innate Realm, they were not optimistic at all. Wayne Lin could be Fan
Zhengping’s opponent. It’s not that they look down on Wayne Lin, but that Fan
Zhengping’s reputation is too great. As the chief of Xuanyuan Second Division, he
walked up all the way and didn’t know how much he had made. Many foreign forces are
also afraid of his reputation!

As for Wayne Lin, he just broke through to the congenital realm of Dzogchen, and it
hasn’t been two months yet. How could he be a strong opponent like Fan Zhengping?

They dared not linger, and immediately ran out.

Soon, they saw that Wayne Lin was standing on the playground, standing with his
hands behind, waiting for Fan Zhengping’s arrival.



Just now, Wayne Lin went out and did not attend this meeting, so he was not present.

However, he probably guessed that this time he swaggered back to the three places in
Xuanyuan, Zhong Tao and Fang Xingping would definitely get news, and would come to
arrest him in person.

And this is also the god of war and Shangfeng

Put him to the test, so they were in the compound and did not hold him accountable,
and did not immediately announce it.

Seeing Fan Zhengping, he was a little surprised. He didn’t expect that the Chief of
Xuanyuan No. 2 Office would personally go out and arrest him.

Fan Zhengping quickly arrived in front of Wayne Lin. He also felt Wayne Lin’s
incomparability. His face was dismissed with contempt and a bit more dignified. As the
same Innate Realm Great Perfection, he immediately sensed Wayne Lin’s Not simple,
but an absolute master!

What surprised him most was Wayne Lin’s age. He was really young, especially Wayne
Lin’s spirit and rich life origin, which even made him jealous.

“Wayne Lin, you know the crime!”

Fan Zhengping directly yelled, full of pressure, spreading around like mountains and
seas.

Everyone in the three places of Xuanyuan came out and formed a group. They were all
deterred by Fan Zhengping’s aura. They couldn’t help but step back a few steps, their
faces full of awe.

Don’t mention them, even Zhao Xia and Xiao Cangmang and other masters of the
innate realm, they are still awe-inspiring. In their eyes, Fan Zhengping is a mountain, a
mountain they cannot surpass!

But for Wayne Lin, there was no pressure. Instead, Fan Zhengping’s strength inspired
his fighting spirit.

Is this the test of the military god and Shangfeng to him?



“Are you going on by yourself or together?” Wayne Lin didn’t show any panic or fear.
Instead, he laughed and looked at Fan Zhengping peacefully, as if talking to an old
friend, and he seemed so pale. Breezy.

In other words, he did not put Fan Zhengping in his eyes at all.

He didn’t talk nonsense, straight to the point.

His posture caused the nervousness of everyone in the three places of Xuanyuan to
unexplainably relax a lot.

Fan Zhengping’s name is really too loud, even if they know that Wayne Lin is in the
congenital realm of Great Perfection, they still have no confidence in Wayne Lin.

But now, Wayne Lin’s calmness and calmness allowed them to regain their confidence
in Wayne Lin and aroused Wayne Lin’s performance all the time. In their impression,
Wayne Lin really hadn’t counted anyone.

Even Jian Rushuang did not kill Wayne Lin. You must know that Wayne Lin is only the
fourth stage of the Innate Realm, and Jian Rushuang is the Dzogchen of the Innate
Realm. It is a great level short of it, and it has not been able to kill Wayne Lin, let alone
Wayne Lin and Fan. Zhengping is the same realm.

Maybe, Wayne Lin can still perform a miracle this time, maybe he can defeat Fan
Zhengping?

Fan Zhengping’s expression darkened at a speed visible to the naked eye. He has been
famous for many years, and he has always been a lofty posture. In China, he has not
served anyone except the military god.

And Wayne Lin, just a yellow-haired boy, dare to provoke his majesty, it is really
unforgivable!

“Huh, what an arrogant tone, do you think that you have broken through to the
Dzogchen in the Innate Realm through the Colorful Origin Fruit, and you will be
invincible? Today I will tell you that the same is the Dzogchen in the Innate Realm, and
there is a huge gap! “Fan Zhengping knew that it would be useless to say more, but he
still managed to defeat Wayne Lin and capture it.



If he doesn’t make a move, it will be a violent storm, shaking the sky.

At a distance of more than 20 meters, he disappeared in almost a second. He appeared
in front of Wayne Lin and kicked it out quickly and hard, as if he was kicked out of the
void, with complete destruction.


